We have shown in [7] that under certain assumptions both widely connected and biconnected topological semigroups exist. As point sets both of these sets have peculiar properties including the fact that the only continua either can contain are degenerate connected sets; this gives contrast to the well known result by Pontrjagin that a bicompact connected topological group contains an arc; also R. J. Koch has shown recently [2 ] that a bicompact connected topological semigroup with unit also contains an arc; our semigroups here are obviously not bicompact. Below we develop some further properties of these as semigroups.
We have shown in [7] that under certain assumptions both widely connected and biconnected topological semigroups exist. As point sets both of these sets have peculiar properties including the fact that the only continua either can contain are degenerate connected sets; this gives contrast to the well known result by Pontrjagin that a bicompact connected topological group contains an arc; also R. J. Koch has shown recently [2 ] that a bicompact connected topological semigroup with unit also contains an arc; our semigroups here are obviously not bicompact. Below we develop some further properties of these as semigroups.
We assume that we have a topology under which S is a nondegenerate connected semigroup; this involves a continuous associative multiplication which is a mapping m: SXS->S. We recall from [8, p. 254] that S is widely connected if and only if every nondegenerate connected subset has the same closure that 5 has. We need below that m he extendable to S, the closure of S, and that 5 be a compact perfectly separable space: we will also take it as a Hausdorff one. Our first results deal with the properties that m must have if 5 is a widely connected semigroup and our last if 5 is a biconnected semigroup with dispersion point, recalling from [l, p. 214] that 5 is biconnected if and only if it is not the union of two disjoint nondegenerate connected subsets; and d is a dispersion point of 5 if and only if S -d is totally disconnected.
We write 0 for the null set. We mean by M -N the set \p\pEM but p nonEN]. For basic definitions see Moore in [3] and Wallace in [4] . We recall, for A, BES, then AB = m(AXB) [April Lemma 1. If S is a semigroup and if aS and Sb are both points for some a, b(E.S, then Sb = aS = a2 = b2 and aS is a minimal ideal of S.
Proof.
If aS is a point for some a G S, then aS = aa = a2 and similarly Sb = b2. Also SSbC.Sb = b2 and so Sb is a left ideal and obviously minimal. Similarly aS is a minimal right ideal. Since it is a known and easily proved property that each left and right ideal intersect, we see that aS = Sb=a2 and so c2 is a minimal ideal of 5. CiC'i =s, because from (1*) CiS^)S. Then, since S is compact and perfectly separable, there exists Co'G-S' such that c0Xco' is a sequential limit of a subsequence of U(c¿Xc/); it follows that c0Co' =s and so CoSZ)S, which is a contradiction. Lemma 4. If S isa widely connected semigroup, then, for each a,b(E.S, aS is either a point or aSZ)S; similarly Sb is either a point or SbZi>S.
Proof. Since S is connected, it is known and easy to prove that aS and Sb are both connected. By definition of widely connected then aS is either a point, i.e. a degenerate connected set, or 5 and aS have the same closure, i.e. (closure of aS) =SZi>S. It follows without difficulty from the fact that 777: SXS-^S is a continuous mapping that (closure of aS)=aS.
Thus either aS is a point or aSZ)S and similarly either Sb is a point or Sbi^S. Proof. Consider as typical the cases (1) and (2) where S = A. Let aEA, i.e. aS = a2 by (1*). Let abES2. Then ab = a2; also a(bab)=a2. Therefore ab = a2 = (ab)2 and so abEE and hence S2EE.
Lemma 6. Let S be a semigroup and aES. Then a2 is a right zero of S if Sa is a point; also a2 is a right zero of S only if Sa is a point, if also, for each s ES, there exists some bES such that ba = s.
Proof. Consider the case where Sa is a point. Then Sa = a2. For each bES there exists s = baES; then (ba)a=a2 = ba2. Hence a2 is a right zero of S.
Consider the case where a2 is a right zero of S. Then, for bES, ba2 = a2. Hence Sa=aa, for if 5 E S there exists bES such that ba = s. Corollary 1.2. If S is a widely connected semigroup, then for every aES we have a2 is either a zero, a left zero or a right zero of S in cases (1), (2) or (3) respectively of Theorem 1.
Proof. That a2 is a right zero in case (3) follows at once from Lemma 6; in case (2) a similar lemma would show that a2 is a left zero; the combination of these gives that a2 is both a left and a right zero, i.e. a zero, of S in case (1) .
We remark that the widely connected semigroup of which we showed the existence in [7] , being a topological group, was case (6) of Theorem 1 as Lemma 6 shows. Theorem 2. If S is a widely connected semigroup, then the minimal ideal K of S always exists in cases (l)- (5) of Theorem 1; in cases (l)-(3) K = Sand in cases (4)-(5) K = S;in case (6) each left and each right ideal of S is dense in S.
Proof.
We showed in the proof of Lemma 1 that a^A implies that a2 is a minimal right ideal, i.e. an m.r.i., and that b(E.B implies that b2 is a minimal left ideal, i.e. an m.l.i. ; it is known [6, Lemma 19] that the minimal ideal K is the union of the m.r.i. and also the union of the m.l.i.; thus it follows that K exists in cases (l)- (5) because either A 9^0 or B¿¿0.
Thus also in (l)- (3) Proof. Let c, c'EC. Then cSDS, by (1*), and so c'cSZ)c'SDS.
Therefore, by (1*), c'cGG and so C is a semigroup as similarly is D. Let a, a'(E.A. Then aS = aa, by (1*), and so a'aS = a'aa which is a point. Therefore a'aÇiA by (1*) and so A is a semigroup as similarly is B. Proof. For cÇiC by (1*) we have cS^)SZ)c. Therefore there exists e"G5 such that ce"=c. Also cSZ)SZ)e" and so there exists c"Çz.S such that cc" =e". Similarly for d(E.D there exist d' and e' as desired.
Lemma 9. Let S be a semigroup andfÇiCC\D.
Then there exists eGS such that fe=f = ef, i.e. e is a unit for f.
Proof. By Lemma 8 there exist e', e", f and /" such that e'f= f=fe" and f'f=e' and ff"=e". Then e'e" =f'fe" =f'f = e' and e'e" = e'ff"=ff"=e".
Hence e'=e", =e say. Thus fe = e = ef. Theorem 3. Let S be a widely connected semigroup, E be the set of idempotents of S and F= \f\fES and there exist e, /', f'ES such that fe=f=ef, f'f = e=ff"\. Then CC\D, = F, is a semigroup and either S2EE, S = F, or S = FVJE' where each aEE' is such that aaEE.
Proof. In cases (l)- (3) of Theorem 1 we see by Corollary 1.1 that 52CP. By Lemmas 8 and 9 we have that F= CC\D. By the proof of Lemma 7 we see that CC\D is a semigroup. In case (6) S=F. In cases (4)- (5) we have that S=F\JE' by Lemma 6.
We note that a widely connected set S is a hereditarily indecomposable connected set and also 5 is closed in itself. Thus the results above and also Theorem 1 of [7] hold for a nonbicompact, hereditarily indecomposable continuum which is a topological semigroup S; here S can be a topological group.
In the following 5 is a biconnected topological semigroup with a dispersion point d. Since Sa is a connected subset of the biconnected set S, it is biconnected and has dispersion point d if it is nondegenerate. To obtain the results below we put on conditions limiting to a point the subset of S which maps into d by Sa, where a¿¿d. The biconnected semigroup we give in [7] is an example of case (6), d being a zero for S.
